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Category 

Playing Equipment 

Purpose 

This presentation is designed to give professionals a clear and repeatable process by which they can 

optimize the size of the grip relative to the players performance needs.  This process is not specific to 

brand, gender, age or ability of the golfer.  

Methods 

The original study has been performed on 50 subjects whereby each golfer was subject to standardized 

anatomical measurements such as hand length, palm length and width, and middle finger length were 

captured.  Each golfer then hit 6 shots with 5 different grip sizes on an interchangeable iron head.  

Foresight GCQuad was the Launch Monitor used and K-Vest was the body motion capture system used 

for each shot in the testing.  Each shaft was made to exact matching specifications and the same iron 

head was used for each test shot in the study.   

Results and Discussion 

The presentation will walk attendees through the construction of the Grip Optimization Fitting System and 

then teach them about the protocols we used. Upon showing the methods used we will present any 

relevant findings as they pertain to Ball Speed, Impact Point, Closure Rate, and Standard Deviation of 

Closure Rate.  The final information to be shared with the group will be the patterns witnessed between 

pelvis rotational velocities and recommended grip size.  A closing chart will be shows that gives attendees 

basic information on what percentage of players were using the optimal size grip, how many were using a 

grip that was too small, and how many were using a grip that was too big. 

 

 

 



 

Practical Application 

Currently most pro-shops stock 8 or more sizes of grips, but all of their equipment inventory has a 

Standard size grip on it.  The vast majority of grip changes are done subjectively with no empirical 

evidence that correlates grip size to performance. 
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A Brief Resume/Vita of Key Presenters 

Liam Mucklow is a Class A Member of the PGA of Canada.  In 2014 he was a podium presenter at the 

World Scientific Congress of Golf in Gold Coast, Australia.  His presentation entitled ImpCATT Research; 

A Technology Based Learning Model for Self-Guided Instruction was well received at it was the first of its 

kind that studied the human element and gave attendees preferred practices for launch monitor uses in 

golfer development. In 2016 Liam hosted a 3 hour workshop at the WSCG in St Andrews Scotland where 

he demonstrated their unique Speed Set Fitting Protocol to optimize driver distance. Liam is a member of 

the PGA of Canada Technical Advisory Panel, 2014 PGA of Canada Teacher of the Year, and 2015 Tex 

Noble National Award winner for Professional Development.   He is regarded as one of the world’s 

leading applied golf researchers focusing his efforts on field studies the involve real golfers that result in 

processes that can be implemented by any coach around the world. 

 

 

 


